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Today, the lovely Fanni f rom Fubumedia, is sharing a cute little project with us! Fanni is a f reelance graphic
designer, who set up Fubumedia to embrace her love of all things creative. As well as designing magazines
with some amazing brands, she is also branching out into photography and recently second shot her f irst
wedding.
Last Friday, Fanni ventured up to London to soak up the atmosphere of a certain little wedding that was
going on. Despite the huge numbers of paparrazi, she managed to get some of the most stunning images I
have seen of the day. So, it’s only right to share them with you too. See them here, and don’t f orget to
leave some love in the comments section!
Fanni also recently got married herself ! If , like me, you can never get enough of lovely weddings you can
f ind out more about her amazing detail-f illed, retro-rustic day over here
Over to Fanni with her love inspired tutorial:
It turn’s out I didn’t learn much in economics class when I was 16, but I did learn how to fold origami hearts
from the exchange student sitting next to me, visiting from Brazil. I guess you could say I was not destined for
the financial district but something far more creative instead
I think these little origami paper hearts would be ideal for any wedding table setting or hung up in
bunches somewhere for all to enjoy!
I agree! T hey would make a great alternative to the ever-popular bunting, strung along twine or ribbon and
hung as a backdrop to a cake or guest book table.
{step one}

You can make a variety of different sized hearts depending on what sized paper you start off with. The one in
my tutorial is A6. I started with an A4 then halved it so it was A5 then halved it again to get A6.

{step two}
Fold one corner over to meet the edge and then do the same with the other corner. Make sure you go over the
folded side a few times to get crisp, sharp edges.

{step three}
Open the folded corners and then squeeze the center pieces together until they meet and press down from
the top so that it looks like this.

{step four}
Take each corner of the top triangle you have just made and fold upwards so they form two smaller triangles
or little flaps.

{step five}
Flip the whole thing over and fold down the tip of the triangle, leaving the two little flaps behind. Then take
each little flap and at an angle fold them down and tuck the ends in to each side of the folded down tip you
have just made. This will form the top of your heart.

{step six + seven}
Flip the whole thing over again and you can see the back base of your heart. With the remaining bits of paper,
fold each side inwards till they meet to leave a long strip coming from the base of the heart.

{step eight}
Flip the whole thing back to the front and fold the long strip inwards all the way underneath the tip. Then take
each remain bottom corner and fold them inwards and tuck them into the same place you did the top little
flaps.

{step nine}
Voila!…One little origami heart!

T hanks Fanni f or sharing!
Did you enjoy this little project? Did it work f or you? We’d love to see the results!
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